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Introduction to UAS
UAS, UAV, RPA, Drone?
• Pilotless Aircraft
• Small UAS - Civilian aircraft that weigh 1 lb to 55 lbs
• $500 to $100,000 in value / Sensors up to $250,000
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Introduction to UAS
• Civilian Uses: Dull, Dirty, Dangerous and Delivery
•
•
•

Low barrier to entry + ease of use
Provides an easy view from above
Limits human exposure to dangerous situations

• Two broad use categories:
1. Closed set film production
2. Aerial data collection

• The FAA foresees two categories for commercial use
1. Low End Commercial UAS = $2,500 and below – 90% of demand
2. High End Commercial UAS = $40,000 and above – 10% of demand

Introduction to UAS
Types of UAS
• Fixed wing, Rotor Wing, Quad Copters, Multi-copters
• Electric powered / Gas Powered
• Sense & avoid, automated takeoff and landing, GPS guidance, return to
home, automated flight planning, geofencing
• Sophisticated cameras and sensors – often most valuable piece

Introduction to UAS
Regulatory Structure

• The FAA Classifications:
•
•
•

Model Aircraft / Hobby
Commercial Operator - “For commercial benefit”
Public/Government Entity

Hobby and Recreation

Commercial Benefit

Government or Public
Entity

AC91‐57 – Model Aircraft
Rules

FAA Authorization needed via
Section 333

Certificate of Authorization
(COA) needed

Registration Required .55 lbs+

COA

FAA can enforce against
“careless & reckless” ops

FAR Part 107 will apply once
enacted
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Introduction to UAS
Size of Industry
• Last year at AIA - 333 Exemptions: 99
• 4/21/16 - 333 Approved Exemptions: 4,982
• 408,000 registered hobby users (since 12/15)
• Compare to 500,000 active manned pilots in the United States

Introduction to UAS
Size of Industry
Sales Forecast Summary
Million sUAS Units – Annual Sales

2016

2017

2018

2019

Hobby Aircraft (includes Model)

1.9

2.3

2.9

3.5

4.3

Commercial Use Aircraft (non‐Model)

0.6

2.5

2.6

2.6

2.7

2.5

4.8

5.5

6.1

7.0

Total:

2020

Source: FAA Aerospace Forecast FY2016-2036

Active GA Fleet in US: 204,408
2015: US GA Deliveries: 1,581

Introduction to UAS
Top Five sUAS Markets
Government, 2%

Insurance, 15%

Agriculture, 19%

Real Estate/Aerial
Photography, 22%
Industrial
Inspection, 42%
Source: FAA Aerospace Forecast FY2016-2036
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Introduction to UAS
Rapidly Developing Technology

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZkXdywXwPE

UAS Insurance Coverage
Accidents Happen

UAS Insurance Coverage
Expertise and Experience Matter

• Types of Buyers
• Hobby & Recreation
• Commercial Operators
• Government & Municipalities
• Training Providers
• Manufactures & Distributors
• Coverage Options
• AMA, Homeowners
• Aviation Insurance Markets
• ISO Forms in Standard Market
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UAS Insurance Coverage
Expertise and Experience Matter

• Competitive Marketplace for UAS Insurance
• Aviation Specific Products Designed or UAS Operations:
•
•
•
•
•

Physical Damage (Hull) – UAV, cameras, sensors, ground station
Liability
Aviation CGL
Aviation Products Liability
Non-Owned Aviation Liability

UAS Insurance Coverage
Expertise and Experience Matter

• Aviation insurance market is best choice
• High Limits Available
•
•

Hull/Physical Damage up to $1 mil
Liability up to $300 mil

• Aviation Claims Adjustment
•
•

Complex liability issues arising from aircraft use
Potentially catastrophic occurrences

• Strong Commitment to the UAS Industry
•
•

Heavily involved at all levels
Influencing the safety, training and practices of the industry

UAS Insurance Coverage
Expertise and Experience Matter

• ISO Forms on standard market CGL Forms
•
•
•
•

Released June 2015 – exclusion and write backs
Not specific coverage
Liability only - - usually no physical damage
Coverage until 1st claim??

• Homeowners
• Every policy defines “aircraft” differently
• Ambiguity issues
• Expect clear exclusions as UAS sales increase
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Thank You
James Van Meter
404‐760‐7831
jvanmeter@aic‐allianz.com
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Regulatory Overview of UAS

Donald Chance Mark, Jr.
Fafinski Mark & Johnson, P.A.

Lakemaid Beer
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=q
mHwXf8JUOw

FAA Mission
“Safety is the FAA’s top mission, and the
agency maintains the world’s safest aviation
system. As a provider of air traffic control
services, the FAA also must ensure the safety
and efficiency of the nation’s entire airspace.”
‐ FAA FACT SHEET – Unmanned Aircraft
Systems, Jan. 6, 2014
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“The FAA retains the responsibility for
enforcing Federal Aviation
Regulations, including those
applicable to the use of UAS.”
‐ From FAA “Law Enforcement
Guidance for Suspected Unauthorized
UAS Operations”

Model Aircraft
Model aircraft defined
(1) Capable of sustained flight
(2) Flown within visual line of sight of operator
(3) Flown for hobby or recreational purposes
‐ Usually operated at 400’ altitude or less
‐ Often operated in specific areas designed for
hobbyists
FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (a) §
336 Special Rule for Model Aircraft

UAS Statutory Definitions
(8) Unmanned aircraft – The term “unmanned aircraft” means
an aircraft that is operated without the possibility of direct
human intervention from within or on the aircraft.
(9) Unmanned aircraft system – The term “unmanned aircraft
system” means an unmanned aircraft and associated elements
(including communications links and the components that
control the unmanned aircraft) that are required for the pilot in
command to operate safely and efficiently in the national
airspace system.
FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 SEC. 331. NOTE: 49
USC 40101
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Pirker Decision
‐
‐
‐
‐

Date: November 18, 2014
Opinion issued by NTSB
Facts
NTSB determined:
‐ UAS are “aircraft”
‐ An “aircraft is any device used for flight in the air”
‐ “This definition includes any aircraft, manned or unmanned, large
or small”

Michael P. Huerta, Administrator, Federal Aviation Administration v.
Raphael Pirker, NTSB Order No. EA‐5730, 10 (November 18, 2014) (“Appeal
Order”).

Conclusions from Pirker Decision
‐ FAA has authority to regulate any
UAS as an aircraft
‐ FAA prohibition on commercial UAS
use is enforceable in court
‐ Violators of FAA are subject to civil
penalties (fines) up to
$10,000/violation

Federal Aviation Regulations
§ 91.13 Careless or reckless operation
“ (a) Aircraft operations for the purpose of
air navigation. No person may operate an
aircraft in a careless or reckless manner so
as to endanger the life or property of
another.” – Title 14, Part 91
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Marcel Hirscher
http://youtu.be/lAOzOlV3wm0

European Ski Race Drone Crash

FAA Enforcement Actions
FAA v. Raphael Pirker
• $10,000 proposed fine
• $1,100 settlement
FAA v. Xizmo Media
– New York aerial drone cinematography company
– $18,700 fine

FAA v. SkyPan International
•
•
•
•

•

•

New York and Chicago aerial photography company
65 unauthorized UAS flights between March 21, 2012 and December 15,
2014
43 flights flown in restricted New York Class B airspace
FAA violations
– No airworthiness certificate
– No certificate of waiver or authorization
– No Section 333 exemption
– No clearance for ATC
FAA conclusion: “SkyPan operated the aircraft on the flights referenced
above in a careless or reckless manner so as to endanger the life or
property of another.”
FAA penalty $1,903,000.00
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FAA Registration of UAS
November 20, 2015:
Michael Huerta authored a blog post that indicated:
1.
2.
3.

Registration for UAS before the holiday season
Will create a sense of accountability and responsibility
Blue ribbon panel appointed for registration procedures – hobbyists, retailers,
manufacturers, law enforcement, airport personnel, commercial and general
aviation professionals
4. Report delivered Saturday, November 21, 2015
5. Final registration rules expected “next month”
6. “From the moment pilots of traditional aircraft embark on their first solo flights,
they are on a journey of lifelong learning in a culture that values safety above all
else. We in the Department of Transportation believe this registration process is a
positive step toward laying a similar lasting foundation among small unmanned
aircraft pilots.”
– Michael Huerta, Administrator of FAA
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Source: http://www.faa.gov/uas/publications/media/RTFARCFinalReport_11‐21‐15.pdf

Source: http://www.faa.gov/uas/publications/media/RTFARCFinalReport_11‐21‐15.pdf

Source: http://www.faa.gov/uas/publications/media/RTFARCFinalReport_11‐21‐15.pdf
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Current Section 333 Exemptions Granted
As of April 21, 2016: 4,982 granted
 About 85% of companies holding Section 333
exemptions are small businesses
 Exemptions are largely tied to aerial data gathering
 Aerial inspection of land or property accounts for about
30%
 Real estate industry accounts for roughly 35% of
exemptions
 California has more than 300 Section 333 exemptions
granted

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
Proposed Rules: small UAS (under 55
lbs.)
1. Non‐recreational operations
2. Daylight operations only
3. Visual line of sight operations
4. Operator:
‐ At least 17 years old
‐ Pass aeronautical knowledge test
‐ Obtain FAA UAS operator
certificate
‐ Pass FAA knowledge test every 24
months

5. Flight operations:
‐ See and avoid manned aircraft
‐ Be first to maneuver away
‐ Discontinue flight when posing hazard
to other aircraft and people on property
‐ Assess weather conditions, airspace
restrictions and location of people to
reduce risk
‐ May not fly over people, except those
directly involved with flight
‐ Flights limited to 500 feet and 100 mph
or less
‐ Avoid airport flight paths and restricted
airspace
‐ Cannot operate in careless or reckless
manner
‐ Cannot allow any object to be dropped

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking – Cont’d
Public comment period ended April 24,
2015
Key points:
‐ No requirement of airman’s certificate
‐ Line of sight will be a limitation
‐ Inability to fly over crowds will be a
limitation
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Part 107 Overview
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Stand alone legislation for small UAS
Must weigh less than 55 lbs.
Visual line of sight only
May not operate over people
Daylight operations
Visual observer not required
Maximum airspeed of 100 mph (87 knots)
Maximum altitude of 500 feet above ground level
Operations in Class G airspace are allowed without ATC permission
Operator must pass initial aeronautical knowledge test
Operator must be vetted by TSA
Operator must be at least 17 years old
Operator must pass a recurrent aeronautical knowledge test every 24 months
Rules expected to be effective between June and end of 2016

Credit: Star Tribune

State Legislation
45 states proposed legislation
26 states passed legislation
Texas:
‐ Invasion of privacy law
‐ Impose fine for unauthorized taking of photos
‐ $5,000 fine for single episode
‐ $10,000 for displaying and distributing unauthorized photos
Florida:
‐ Prohibits use of drones to capture an image of privately‐owned property or of the
owner without consent
Tennessee:
‐ Prohibits using a drone over certain open air events and over the grounds of
correctional facilities
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TGI Fridays
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldhEsgcOq9U

Conclusion
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

FAA will continue to educate public
FAA will increasingly become less tolerant of violators
States will become more proactive in creating legislation and requirements for
safe operations
Proliferation of use will continue:
 Estimated $720 million spent on UAS in 2014
 Estimated $1 billion spent in 2015
 By 2020, UAS sales will reach $4.5 billion
Technology will continue to evolve and improve
Stay tuned and stay informed!
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UAS
OPERATIONAL SAFETY
PRESENTED BY

INTRODUCTION
UAS could be considered one of the
most disruptive technologies of this
century. The applications of the
systems is ever‐growing. This
presentation will set out to discuss
safety considerations for UAS
operations. The focus will include
human factors, technology and
organizational safety considerations.

About

Defining Operational Requirements
Area of
Operation

Aircraft

Mission

Airspace

Altitude
Requirements

Hazards to Flight
Terrain
Trees
Environment
Wildlife
Ground Clutter
Maritime
Air Traffic
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Defining Operational Requirements
Area of
Operation

Aircraft

Mission

Surrounding
Airports

Airspace

Altitude
Requirements

Year‐Round
Operational Impact

Operational
Considerations
Frequency
Spectrum Analysis

Multiple UAS
Operations

PRE-MISSION

Defining Operational Requirements
Area of
Operation

Aircraft

Mission

Equipment
Footprint

Airspace

Altitude
Requirements

GPS Availability

Operational
Considerations
Airspace
Boundaries

Privacy Concerns

PRE-MISSION

Defining Operational Requirements
Area of
Operation

Aircraft

Mission

Adjacent Property

Airspace

Altitude
Requirements

Prevailing Winds

Operational
Considerations
Line of Sight

People, Property,
Other Aircraft

PRE-MISSION
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Unmanned Aircraft
Ground Control Station

Technology
Reliability

Communication Link
Payload

Defining Operational Requirements
Area of
Operation

Aircraft

Mission

Altitude
Requirements

Airspace

Understanding Aircraft Specifications Allows an Operator to Properly
FuelMission Plan
Availability
All Weather
Climate Capability

Datalink
Range/Security
NRT Image/Video
Quality

Altitude
Human
Machine
Interface

Payload
Capability

Endurance

Navigational
Redundancy

PRE-MISSION

Defining Operational Requirements
Area of
Altitude
Aircraft
Mission
Airspace
Operation
Requirements
Identify Mission Requirements, Limitations, and Restrictions:
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Defining Operational Requirements
Area of
Operation

Aircraft

Mission

Guidance:
Section 333

VFR Sectional:
• Minimum Obstacle Clearance Altitude
• Tower Heights
• Ground Features and Waterways for
• Pilotage in Case Navigational Sensors Lost
• Restricted Area Boundaries
• Military Operating Area Boundaries
• Navigational Aids
• Airspace Boundaries
• Populated Areas

Special Use Airspace
• UAS Test Site
• Certificate of Authorization
•
•
•
•
•

Altitude
Requirements

Airspace

Prohibited Areas
Restricted Area
Military Operating Area
Warning Area
Temporary Flight Restriction

Defining Operational Requirements
Area of
Operation

Civil
Operations

Aircraft

Mission

Section 333 Petition
for Exemption

Altitude
Requirements

Airspace

Certification
of
Authorization

Approval

120 Days

Public Operations

Certification of
Authorization

Approval

60 Days

Defining Operational Requirements
Area of
Operation

Aircraft

Mission

•
•

•

•

Airspace

Altitude
Requirements

5 nautical miles (NM) from an airport
having an operational control tower; or
3 NM from an airport with a published
instrument flight procedure, but not an
operational tower; or
2 NM from an airport without a
published instrument flight procedure
or an operational tower; or
2 NM from a heliport with a published
instrument flight procedure
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Defining Operational Requirements
Area of
Operation

Aircraft

Mission

Airspace

Altitude
Requirements

Airspace Requirements 0‐400 Ft AGL
Blanket Waiver 0‐400 Ft AGL
Data Collection Restrictions: Restricted Areas, No Fly Zones,
Surrounding Buildings, Privacy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UAS OPERATIONAL/TECHNOLOGY
ISSUES
• GPS Centric
Low Quality Parts
Airspace Awareness
CFIT
Weather
Power Lines
Loss Communication
Flight Termination
Contingency Planning

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of Training
Shared Fate
Low Altitudes
Frequency Spectrum
Data Link Security
Maintenance
Line of Sight
Communications

THE PERSONNEL
DOMAIN
Human
Factors

• The personnel domain describes
hazards associated with any
personnel authorized and present
during the operation of the UAS.
UAS Operator
A Visual Observer
Other crew members and bystanders
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THE UAS OPERATOR
• Knowledge | Skill | Attitudes
Qualifications
Vehicle Specific Training
Shared Fate
Airspace
Weather
CRM

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Visual Observer
• Responsible for spotting obstacles,
terrain, and aircraft that pose
potential hazard to the safe
execution of the UAS’s objectives.
• Visual observers should have a basic
understanding of the system’s
operating limits and capabilities.
• Visual observers should know the
tenants of the National Airspace
System as well as rules governing
the right of way of aircraft.

OTHER CREW
•
•
•
•
•

Crew Chief/Maintenance
Payload Operator
External Pilot
Site Lead
Safety Officer
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COMMITMENT TO SAFETY

Safe
Organization

Safety is the control of
recognized hazards to
achieve an acceptable
level of risk.

“EQUIVALENT
LEVEL OF
SAFETY”

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
• SOPs should be developed and continuously
updated to maximize safety protocols and
establish guidelines that help you operate
independent of external pressures
• SOPs should be written in a way that is easy
to follow, and in a logical sequence that
follows day to day operation of the system.
• Include limits to what you will and will not
do based on personal experience and safety
standards.
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CULTURE OF SAFETY
• Aviator mindset
• Low altitudes now inundated with
non‐aviator, lack of safety culture,
experience
• Currency requirements in each system
• Privacy/Ethics/Respect/Responsibility/
Excellence

SAFETY GUIDELINES
• Emergency Response Plan
(ERP) for off site operations
• Operational Checklists
• Maintenance Standards
• Equipment Inspection
• Redundancy Mentality
• Hazard Analysis/Risk
Assessment

RISK ASSESSMENT
• Risk Assessment Has Two
Components:
– Probability Of An Accident
– Severity Of Potential
Consequences If The Accident
Occurs.
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MINIMUM CREW COMPLEMENT
• USI guidelines require a
minimum of a two person
team to operate a UAS
– UAS Operator
– Visual or Safety Observer

• This team must work as a
crew to maintain an
acceptable margin of safety

SUPPORT
•

•

The Unmanned Safety Institute can help you
build your understanding and experience
through our series of workshops, seminars,
and online training.
We also publish standards and guidelines for
UAS operations:
– Recurrent Training Requirements
– Operational Documentation
– Operational Best Practices
– Site Safety Inspection Guidelines

THANK YOU!
Les Forsythe
Master Instructor

Les.Forsythe@UnmannedSafetyInstitute.org
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Part IV
Operational Risk Management
and Claims

What do insurers typically assess?
Model

Applicant

Use

Overall
Professionalism
Risk to
third
parties

Operator
Loss
control

Safety
Management
System?
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Lessons Learned in Blood

The Insurance industry has the ability to
influence better outcomes

What risk management strategies do
insurers typically encourage?
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Use of Safety Documentation
Factor

Circle the description that closest resembles your situation, then follow instructions at the bottom of the page
Low Risk
Moderate Risk
People

High Risk

Illness

Clean bill of health, no signs of illness

Common cold, under the weather, allergies, coughing

Very sick, eyes watering, flu-like symptoms, loss of balance, feeling
spacey

Alcohol, drugs, or medication use

No alcohol, prescription drugs in the past 12 hours, free from all effects

Feeling dizzy or have a headache, sluggish and/or tired

Feeling the effects of drugs or alcohol, visibly hung-over, have consumed
alcohol or drugs in the past 12 hours

Outside physiological stressors

No outside pressure

Significant other is pregnant (less than 7 months), having problems with
significant other, and/or work stress is high

Significant other is greater than 7 months pregnant, just had a fight with
significant other or coworker, just received bad news

Eight hours of uninterrupted sleep, well rested and energetic

Less than seven hours of uninterrupted sleep, showing physical signs of
fatigue like yawning

Little to no sleep, showing physical signs of exhaustion, nodding off or
having trouble keeping eyes open
Less than 25 FC* , or flying alone without a flight in the last 61-90 days,
unfamiliar with operation

Proper rest

Currency and proficiency

Above 100 FC*. Flown in the last 30 days, familiar with operation type

Less than 100 FC*. Flown in the last 60 days but not in the last 30 days,
training flight or low proficiency at operation type

Mode of communications

Use voice (if less than 100 meters) or dedicated intercom system for crew
to crew, Use an aviation radio for crew to ATC or Aircraft

Use voice (if greater than 100 meters but less than 500 meters) or hand
held radios system for crew to crew, Use an aviation radio for crew to ATC
or Aircraft

Planning Time

Complete site survey, and more than two hours of planning and preflight
time

Complete site survey, and less than two hours of planning and preflight
time

no site survey, and less than two hours of planning and preflight time

1 take off and recovery, single air vehicle

2-4 takeoff and recoveries per day, single air vehicle in proximity of other
UAS with frequency management plan

5 or more takeoff and recoveries per day, Several air vehicles without a
frequency and airspace management plan

Operational

Scale and complexity
Mission duration

Under 2 hours

System automation

Fully autonomous (autopilot controls all aspects of flight)

Ground operations

Improved surface and area has been cleared of foreign object debris and
obstacles (100x aircraft width)

2-6 hours
Full manual (but operator is experienced in manual 200 FC* or remote
control)
Unimproved surface but foreign object debris has been cleared (50x aircraft
width), first time operation at site

Use voice (if over than 500 meters) or cell phones for crew to crew, No
way of contacting ATC or conflict Aircraft

>6 hours
Full manual (inexperienced operator, less than 200 FC*) or switching
modes of control
Unable to control people’s access to the launch are recovery site, site
cleared only 10x aircraft width or less

Launch and Recovery

No additional launch or recovery equipment required

Systems requires a launcher, is hand tossed, or needs a recovery area

Launch and or recovery off of a structure or vehicle (needs contingency
plan)

Navigation

Auto generated waypoints, overflight of land only, or launch and GPS
hold only

Mixed method, overflight or property and/or water, transition <5 min

Manual waypoint entry, overflight of people or roads, transition >5 min

Mission delay complexity

Simple and familiar with operation

Complex operation but familiar, or not familiar but simple operation

Lost data link

Dedicated frequency outside of ISM band, data link security, no detected
interference, and no observed lost link events during previous flights in
the operating area

Shared frequency, ISM band, or self-selecting frequency, detect interference
in data link band; or new to the operating area and unable to scan
frequency

Have observed lost link events due to interference or unknown origin at
the operation area

Maintenance and status

Aircraft is mission ready with no new critical components

Aircraft has critical components with less than two hours of flight time or
within two hours of Time Between Overhaul (TBO), MTBF, or replacement

New aircraft checkout, new equipment checkout, or equipment is past a
service interval and maintenance is required

Not familiar and complex

System

Environment
High topography, several obstacles, antennas and/or structures; areas
adjacent to the flight area have tall obstacles or property that pose a risk
or need to be flown around, operation is planned in proximity of
spectators

Flat terrain, clear of obstacles, towers, structures and or spectators

Moderate terrain or few buildings or towers that must be avoided, areas
adjacent to the flight area have obstacles or property that could be a factor,
may have onlookers, but contained to a specified area out of harm’s way

Launch elevation

Low elevation (sea level to 1000’). No noticeable loss of performance or
difference in energy consumption

Medium elevation (1001’ to 3999’), and/or suspect UAS performance may
be degraded

High altitude (4000’ and above), noticeable loss of UAS performance
and/or high energy consumption

Ceiling and visibility

Visibility greater than five miles and clear skies, UAS has aircraft lighting
and brightly colored panels visible at one mile

Visibility greater than one mile but less than 5 miles low clouds (1000’),
UAS is visible at half of a mile

Visibility less one mile low clouds (below 500’), UAS does not have
aircraft lighting or brightly colored panels that are visible at half of a mile

Winds

Winds are well within the manufacturer recommended limits, less than
10 knots for systems without published limits

Forecast wind near or out of manufacturer recommended limits,
observed/measured winds at site are within limits but variable (wind gusts)

Temperature

Able to keep crew and equipment between 51 and 79 degrees F, have
environmental conditioning available or in-use

Less than 50 degrees or greater than 80 degrees F without environmental
conditioning equipment

Less than 32 degrees or greater than 100 degrees F without
environmental conditioning equipment

Airspace

Class G, below 400’, greater than 10 miles from the closest airport. If in
special use airspace - familiar with special instructions

Glass G, below 400’, 5 to 10 miles from a public or private airfield, in the
proximity of non-traditional aircraft activity (ultralights, balloons, aerial
spray aircraft), first time in special use airspace

Class E (C or D), above 400’, inside of 5 miles of an airfield, operating
adjacent to special use airspace without notifying the controlling
authority

If all or almost all items are in this column the risk score is low, proceed
as planned

4 or more in this column represents an overall risk of moderate; you may
need to change the plan; formulate a strategy to reduce the risk or accept
and proceed with caution

Any in this column represents a high risk! You must change the plan! Do
not proceed unless you have developed contingencies and risk mitigation
plans to reduce or control the risk

Terrain and obstacles

*FC= Flight Cycles

Actual winds greater than UAS manufacturer recommended limits,
unable to set up equipment, requires full defection of controls on
equipment test

Continuous Training and Development

Maintenance
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Operating Environment

Contracts
Manufacturer

Operator

Customer

Dealer / Lessor

The Future of Drone Risk Management
•
•
•
•

Geo‐fencing
Sense and Avoid
Operator ID
Automation
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Claims experience

Recurring themes
•
•
•
•

Lack of OEM support (prosumer vs. professional)
Few repair options (especially for cheaper units)
Uncertain legal and regulatory environment
KSU:
– Electromagnetic interference
– Vibration loosening electrical connections
– Software bugs

Experience to date
•
•
•
•
•

Operator error
Fly away (lost signal)
Mechanical breakdown
Theft / Vandalism
Other

43%
17%
30%
6%
4%
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Henry Ford: “If I had asked people what they wanted, they
would have said faster horses”

Rear Admiral Melville, USN said in the North American Review:
“A calm survey … leads the engineer to pronounce all confident
prophecies at this time for future success as wholly
unwarranted, if not absurd.”

Thank You
•

•

•

•

James Van Meter
– 404‐760‐7831
– jvanmeter@aic‐allianz.com
Donald Mark
– 952‐995‐9500
– donald.mark@fmjlaw.com
Les Forsythe
– 240‐577‐0619
– Les.forsythe@unmannedsafetyinstitute.org
Chris Proudlove
– 973‐490‐8525
– CProudlove@Global‐Aero.com
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